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A hallmark of vertebrate immunity is the diverse repertoire of

antigen-receptor genes that results from combinatorial splicing

of gene coding segments by V(D)J recombination. The (RAG1-

RAG2)2 endonuclease complex (RAG) specifically recognizes

and cleavesa pair of recombination signalsequences(RSSs), 12-

RSS and 23-RSS, via the catalytic steps of nicking and hairpin

formation. Both RSSs immediately flank the coding end

segments and are composed of a conserved heptamer, a

conserved nonamer, and a non-conserved spacer of either

12basepairs (bp)or23bp inbetween.Asingle RAGcomplexonly

synapses a 12-RSS and a 23-RSS, which was denoted the 12/23

rule, a dogma that ensures recombination between V, D and J

segments, but not within the same type of segments. This review

recapitulates current structural studies to highlight the

conformational transformations in both the RAG complex and the

RSS during the consecutive steps of catalysis. The emerging

structural mechanism emphasizes distortion of intact RSS and

nicked RSS exerted by a piston-like motion in RAG1 and by dimer

closure, respectively. Bipartite recognition of heptamer and

nonamer, flexibly linked nonamer-binding domain dimer

relatively to the heptamer recognition region dimer, and RSS

plasticity and bending by HMGB1 together contribute to the

molecular basis of the 12/23 rule in the RAG molecular machine.
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Introduction
For optimal host defense, jawed vertebrates have evolved

an elegant combinatorial mechanism to produce a large

repertoire of immunoglobulin and T cell receptor genes.

The coding regions of these genes can be divided into a
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constant region anda variable region. The variable region of

a heavy chain is combinatorially assembled from variable

(V), diversity (D) and joining (J) segments, and the variable

region of a light chain from V and J segments [1–3]. V(D)J

recombination occurs during lymphocyte development,

and in addition to the diversity from the random selection

of one copy of each kind of the segments, incorporation of

palindromic and non-palindromic nucleotides in the down-

stream non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway fur-

ther increases the repertoire [4–6].

V, D and J gene coding segments are immediately flanked

by recombination signal sequences (RSSs) required for the

recombination, which is launched by recombination acti-

vating gene (RAG) proteins, RAG1 and RAG2 [7�]
(Figure 1a). The (RAG1-RAG2)2 complex acts as an endo-

nuclease, which cleaves precisely at the junction between

the coding flank and the RSS to induce DNA double-strand

breaks [8�] (Figure 1b). An RSS has conserved heptamer

(consensus of CACATGT) and nonamer (consensus of

ACAAAAACC) sequences and a non-conserved 12 bp or

23 bp spacer DNA in between, leading to two kinds of

RSSs, 12-RSS and 23-RSS [9,10] (Figure 1b). Each kind of

gene segments is flanked by the same RSS, while different

kinds of gene segments are distinguished by different

RSSs. In this scenario,a recombination step strictly requires

one 12-RSS and one 23-RSS, forming the 12/23 rule that

assembles gene segments between different kinds but not

within the same kinds to ensure recombination fidelity

[11,12�]. Individuals with RAG1 or RAG2 mutations that

cause deficiency in V(D)J recombination are limited in

their T or B cell repertoire [13], and suffer from a spectrum

of genetic disorders [14]. Aberrant V(D)J recombination is

often linked to autoimmune states and cancers [15–22].

RAG1 belongs to the DDE enzyme family and the RAG

complex catalyzes two consecutive reactions, strand

cleavage (nicking) and strand transfer (hairpin formation),

to generate a pair of hairpinned coding ends and blunt-

ended signal ends (Figure 1c,d) [8�]. Briefly, RAG com-

plex binds to a single intact RSS to form a signal complex

(SC), either 12-SC or 23-SC, which can introduce a nick at

the coding flank-signal end junction in the presence of

Mg2+, producing a 30�OH on the coding flank segment

and a 50-phosphate on the signal end. Synapsis of one 12-

RSS and one 23-RSS in the same RAG dimer forms the

paired complex (PC), in which both 12-RSS and 23-RSS

can be nicked. Then the 30�OH of the nucleotide in the

coding end attacks the scissile phosphate on the reverse

strand to form a pair of hairpin DNA and a pair of signal
www.sciencedirect.com
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Overview of RAG-mediated V(D)J recombination pathway. (a) Domain organization of RAG1, RAG2 and HMGB1 proteins. NTD: N-terminal domain;

RING-ZnF: RING domain and zinc finger domain; NBD: nonamer binding domain; DDBD: dimerization and DNA binding domain; PreR: pre-RNase

H domain; RNH: RNase H-like domain; ID: insertion domain, which can be further divided into two parts, ZnC2 and ZnH2; CTD: C-terminal

domain; CTT: C-terminal tail; WD40: tryptophan-aspartic acid repeat domain; AL: acidic linker; PHD: plant homeodomain; L: linker; AT: acidic tail.

Potential catalytic residues are indicated as red dots in RNH and the zinc ion is indicated as a slate dot in ID. Core or ordered regions in RAG1,

RAG2 and HMGB1 are indicated. (b) Schematic representation of RSSs. The consensus sequences of heptamer and nonamer are shown in red

and magenta respectively. (c) Schematic representation of RAG mediated catalysis that involves two consecutive reactions, nicking and hairpin

formation. (d) Overview of the V(D)J recombination process. The coding regions and RSSs are shown as rectangles and triangles respectively. The

dimeric (RAG1-RAG2)2 complex is shown as stacked cyan and light green trapezoids. Briefly, RAG binds a single RSS in the presence of HMGB1

to form signal complexes (SCs), either 12-SC or 23-SC, which can undergo nicking (shown by a yellow pentagram) at the coding flank–RSS

junction in the presence of Mg2+. Synapsis of one 12-RSS and one 23-RSS in the same RAG dimer forms the paired complex (PC), followed by

generation of the cleaved signal complex (CSC) with hairpin coding end and cleaved signal end. Hairpin release produces the signal end complex

(SEC). Further processing by enzymes in the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) DNA repair pathway results in ligation of the coding ends and

circularization of the signal ends. This panel is adapted from Figure 1a of Ru et al. [39��].
end DNA in the cleaved signal complex (CSC). Next,

NHEJ factors are recruited and hairpin DNAs are

released from CSC, forming the signal end complex

(SEC). In vitro, high-mobility group box proteins like

HMGB1 have been shown to enhance the RAG catalytic

activity [23–25], mainly through stabilization of the highly

bent RSS conformations during catalysis (Figure 1a). In

this review, we will summarize the current structural and
www.sciencedirect.com 
mechanistic insights on the coupling among RSS binding,

conformational changes and catalysis in the RAG

complex.

Overall structural architecture of the
(RAG1-RAG2)2 complex
RAG1 and RAG2 are multi-domain proteins and both

comprise a core region that is required for RAG’s activity
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2018, 53:178–186
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of RSS binding and cleavage in vitro, and a non-core

region that regulates RAG’s function in cells (Figure 1a).

For RAG1, the core region contains a nonamer-binding

domain (NBD), a dimerization and DNA binding domain

(DDBD), a pre-RNase H domain (Pre-RNH), a split

RNase-H like domain (RNH) disrupted by an insertion

domain (ID), and a C-terminal domain (CTD). The

insertion domain was defined from the analogous domain

in the hAT family transposase Hermes [26,27�], and the

proposed catalytic residues are exclusively located in the

RNH of RAG1. For RAG2, the core region only contains
Figure 2
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an N-terminal six-bladed WD40 domain. Crystal struc-

tures of the mouse RAG1 NBD in complex with nonamer

DNA and of the mouse RAG1-RAG2 core complex (Apo-

RAG) provided a first view of the Y-shaped dimeric core

[28��,29�] (Figure 2a, in which RAG1 and RAG2 associate

with each other and two RAG1-RAG2 protomers form a

homodimer through contacts on RAG1.

The non-core region of RAG1 includes an N-terminal

domain (NTD) adjacent to the RING-zinc finger (RING-

ZnF) domain and a C-terminal tail (CTT). The RING-
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23 rule. (a) Overall structure of the Apo-RAG dimer (PDB: 4WWX). The

r in complex with nicked 12- and 23-RSS intermediates (PDB: 6DBI).

diates are shown in light slate with heptamer and nonamer are

f the interactions between RAG dimer and RSSs based on the

he catalytic region and the NBD dimer do not coincide. (d) Orthogonal

und to intact 12-RSS (cyan), and RAG dimer doubly bound to intact

er (PDB: 4WWX, 6DBX, and 6DBT). The NBDs are highlighted in darker

ound RAG complex is omitted. Tilt of NBD dimer upon substrate RSS

 nicking of the intact RSS substrates. NBD dimers from RAG bound to

enta and orange respectively.
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ZnF domain is dimeric in structure [30,31]; it acts as an E3

to promote ubiquitination on histone H3 [32,33] and on

itself [34] to regulate V(D)J recombination. The non-core

region of RAG2 comprises an acidic linker, a non-canoni-

cal plant homeodomain (PHD), and a C-terminal tail

(CTT). The PHD binds hypermethylated lysine 4 of

histone H3 (H3K4Me3), an active chromatin marker, and

is necessary for efficient V(D)J recombination in vivo [35–

38].

Bipartite RSS interaction and 12/23 rule of V(D)
J recombination
Cryo-EM structures of zebrafish RAG-DNA complexes at

up to 3.4 Å resolution offered a first glimpse of the core

RAG synapsed with nicked or cleaved 12-RSS and 23-

RSS [39��] (Figure 2b), which was further complemented

by recent crystal structures of mouse RAG in complex

with similar RSSs at up to 2.75 Å resolution [40��]. These

structures revealed the mode of specific recognition of the

conserved heptamer and nonamer in 12-RSS and 23-RSS,

as well as the largely non-specific interactions at the

spacer regions adjacent to heptamer and nonamer, and

at the coding flank (Figure 2c). An RSS is cooperatively

recognized by both RAG1-RAG2 protomers in the dimer

(first RAG and second RAG), with each protomer playing

different roles for a given RSS. Briefly, the coding flank is

bound by the first RAG1-RAG2 protomer exclusively.

The beginning part of the heptamer interacts with the ID

and RNH of the first RAG1 while the more distal part of

the heptamer is recognized by the RNH, DDBD and

CTD of the second RAG1, with complementary electro-

static and hydrogen bonding interactions at both the

phosphate backbone and the bases. The spacer region

adjacent to the heptamer contacts the DDBD of the

second RAG1. The nonamer is mainly bound by the

second RAG1 in the intertwined NBD dimer, while

the spacer region adjacent to the nonamer contacts mainly

the first RAG1 of the NBD dimer. Overall, residues that

are involved in the RSS interaction are highly conserved

in zebrafish and mouse, suggesting their important role in

DNA binding and catalysis.

We and others have proposed previously that an induced

asymmetry upon synapsis of 12-RSS and 23-RSS explains

the molecular basis for the 12/23 rule [39��,40��]
(Figure 2d). In this model, while both the NBD and

the remaining RAG1-RAG2 complex stay as symmetric

dimers, synaptic RSS binding tilts the flexibly tethered

NBD dimer relative to the remaining RAG1-RAG2 com-

plex. However, our recent structures indicate that the 12/

23 rule is already set upon single 12-RSS binding, because

the tilt of the NBD dimer in singly bound complexes

matches that in the synaptic complexes [41��] and pre-

cisely presents for binding of the longer 23-RSS

(Figure 2d). Therefore, the homodimer of the RAG1-

RAG2 heterodimer can only synapse a pair of different

RSSs under physiological conditions, and despite the
www.sciencedirect.com 
different lengths, 12-RSS and 23-RSS essentially contact

the same residues in RAG. The induced asymmetry is

facilitated by the plasticity of the RSSs, which are highly

bent by the bound HMGB1. In the cryo-EM structures,

low resolution densities for HMGB1 exist at both the

spacer regions of 12-RSS and 23-RSS [39��], while in the

more recent crystal structures, stronger HMGB1 density

was observed at 23-RSS than at 12-RSS [40��]. Consis-

tently, HMGB1-binding sites have previously been

mapped in solution on both 12-RSS and 23-RSS [42].

The flexibly linked NBD dimer modifies its tilt as the

intact RSSs become nicked (Figure 2e). These data

support that in order to synapse different coding seg-

ments during V(D)J recombination, RAG1 was evolved to

have two flexibly linked DNA-binding regions for bipar-

tite DNA recognition, and to co-opt DNA-bending pro-

teins to accomplish the 12/23 rule.

DNA distortion in consecutive catalytic steps
of nicking and hairpin formation
RAG executes its cleavage reaction through two conse-

cutive catalytic steps without RSS dissociation. These

two steps are nicking at the coding flank-RSS junction,

and attack of the opposing strand by the newly formed

30�OH to generate a coding flank hairpin and a blunt-

ended RSS. The molecular mechanism for the second

catalytic step was revealed first by the cryo-EM structures

of zebrafish RAG1-RAG2 in complex with nicked DNA,

which indicated distortion at the coding flank-RSS junc-

tion as the basis for positioning the scissile phosphate

bond and the attacking 30�OH into the RNH active site

[39��] (Figure 3a,b). The distortion includes base flipping

of the first nucleotide of the RSS after nicking and of the

last nucleotide of the coding flank that will be cleaved

from the RSS, and twisting of the DNA duplex at the

coding flank-RSS junction [39��,40��]. The flipped RSS

base is extensively recognized by residues in the ID of

RAG1, an observation confirmed by studies in both

zebrafish and mouse RAG1-RAG2, while the flipped

coding flank base lacks-specific interactions, making it

possible for RAG1-RAG2 to accommodate any nucleotide

at this position [39��,40��]. This hairpin forming reaction

is catalyzed by four acidic residues in the RNH active site

– the D(E)DE motif (D620, E684, D730 and E984 in

zebrafish RAG1) (Figure 3b). The motif coordinates two

metal ions for the phosphotransfer reaction, which is a

mechanism extensively exploited by the DDE-family

enzymes [39��,43].

However, how RAG1 performs the first nicking step

remained elusive until recently because modeling of

intact DNA into cryo-EM structures of zebrafish

RAG1-RAG2 in complex with nicked DNA showed steric

clash [39��] and the scissile phosphate for nicking in

crystal structures of mouse RAG1-RAG2 in complex with

intact RSSs locates �20 Å away from the RNH active site

[40��]. Cryo-EM structures in complex with intact RSSs
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2018, 53:178–186
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Figure 3
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DNA distortions and RAG movements in the consecutive catalytic steps. (a) Cartoon representation of the DNAs that are bound to the RAG

complex at different states. Left: unmelted RSS (PDB: 6DBU); middle: melted RSS (PDB: 6DBR); right: nicked RSS (PDB: 6DBJ). The heptamer of

the RSS is shown in red and scissile phosphate in the nucleotide is highlighted in cyan. The catalytic metal ions shown as orange spheres indicate

the location of the active site. (b) DNA distortion and base flipping in the nicked RSS intermediate facilitate hairpin formation. The heptamer in the

RSS is shown in red and the flipped base and scissile phosphate are highlighted in cyan. The location of the nucleophile 30�OH is indicated. The

RNH domain is shown in yellow ribbon, and the catalytic residues and coordinated metal ions are shown in green sticks and orange spheres

respectively. (c) DNA melting in the intact RSS substrate facilitates the nicking step. The color scheme is the same as in (b). (d) Different location

of the a15 helices in the IDs of RAG1 from Apo-RAG (light green, PDB: 4WWX), RAG bound to unmelted RSS (light magenta, PDB: 6DBT), RAG

bound to melted RSS (blue, PDB: 6DBV) and RAG bound to nicked RSS (orange, PDB: 6DBI) when RAG1-RAG2 monomers are aligned. Only the

IDs are shown and the location of Zn2+ is indicated. (e) a15–a16 loop from the first RAG monomer and the ordered b4–b5 loop from the second

RAG monomer stabilizes the melted RSS (PDB: 6DBR). The a15–a16 region is shown as blue ribbon and the b4–b5 loop from the second RAG

(RNH’ in yellow) is highlighted in green. The heptamer in the RSS is shown in red and the nucleotide to be nicked is highlighted in cyan. (f)

Closure of the RAG dimer upon binding of nicked RSS intermediates. The Apo-RAG (PDB: 4WWX) and synaptic RAG (PDB: 6DBI) bound to

nicked 12- and 23-RSS (red and blue) are shown as green and orange ribbons. (g) Opening of the RAG dimer upon intact RSS substrates binding.

The Apo- RAG (PDB: 4WWX) and synaptic RAG (PDB: 6DBI) that bound to intact 12- and 23-RSS (red and blue) are shown as green and magenta

ribbons. (h) Structure-derived insights on RAGmediated cleavage pathway in V(D)J recombination. RAG1 (light green and light cyan), RAG2 (green

and cyan), and HMGB1 (orange) are represented as cartoons. Coding segments, heptamers, nonamers, and 30 extension DNAs are shown by

Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2018, 53:178–186 www.sciencedirect.com
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solved this conundrum because of the two observed

conformations, an unmelted RSS state similar to the

crystal structures, and a melted RSS state in which

unwinding at the second and third positions of the hep-

tamer leads to the positioning of the scissile phosphate

into the active site for nicking [41��] (Figure 3a and c).

RSS melting leads to a dramatic, �180� corkscrew-like

rotation of the coding flank (Figure 3a), and the rotation

may be tolerated by the non-specific nature of the coding

flank interaction with RAG1-RAG2 [41��]. RSS melting is

promoted by higher temperature, and either 12-RSS or

23-RSS may melt first to be nicked [41��]. Unlike hairpin

formation, the nicking step does not require RSS synap-

sis, and combinations of 12-RSS unmelted/23-RSS

unmelted, 12-RSS melted/23-RSS unmelted, 12-RSS

unmelted/23-RSS melted and 12-RSS melted/23-RSS

melted all exist within the same cryo-EM sample

[41��]. In Apo-RAG, the RNH active site residues are

not placed correctly for catalysis [28��]; upon DNA bind-

ing, the active site is fully formed, but undergoes limited

conformational changes between the two catalytic steps

[39��,41��]. Conceptually, it is the two different RSS

deformations that enable the use of the same active site

for both the nicking and hairpin formation steps, rather

than alterations in the active site to accommodate the

different substrates.

Major conformational gymnastics of RAG1-
RAG2 that distorts the DNA
Structures of RAG1-RAG2 bound to RSSs in different

states have allowed comparison of their detailed confor-

mations by superposition (Figure 3d). One surprising

major difference resides at the ID of RAG1: in Apo-

RAG, it is most inward and closest to DNA if an RSS

is bound [28��]; in complexes with intact RSSs in the

unmelted state, ID is most outward to accommodate the

DNA [40��,41��]; in complexes with intact RSSs in the

melted state, ID wedges melted DNA through its a15–
a16 loop region [41��]. We propose that because the ID of

Apo-RAG is inwardly located, the outward movement

upon intact RSS binding may have created strain in the

protein. Thus, like a loaded spring, the ID nudges in,

likely facilitating and stabilizing DNA melting. The ID

stays inward during the rest of the catalytic cycle. These

conformational changes of the ID create a piston-like

movement in the RAG1-RAG2 molecular machine. The
(Figure 3 Legend Continued) semi-transparent blue, red, magenta, and lig

black lines. Briefly, without binding to an RSS, apo-RAG is in an open confo

intact RSS (e.g. 12-RSS) or simultaneously bound to 12- and 23-RSS intact

dimer is induced. The NBD dimer is tilted through the interaction with nona

undergo the melting step, which induces the rotation of the coding flank an

facilitate nicking. When both 12- and 23-RSS are synapsed and nicked in th

conformation with flipped bases in the coding flank (blue filled circle) and th

the hairpin formation. The coding ends are then linked into hairpin DNA to f

coding ends, leaving the SEC with only the bound signal ends. However, th

RSS is not known.
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inward movement of the ID upon melting of an intact

RSS is also accompanied by conformational changes in

the b4–b5 loop (Figure 3e) from the RNH domain of the

second RAG1 to precisely position the catalytic residues

into the active site [41��].

In comparison with Apo-RAG, we initially observed

dramatic RAG1-RAG2 dimer closure upon binding to

nicked, highly distorted RSS intermediates [39��]
(Figure 3f). In this closed conformation, a new interaction

interface is created between RAG2 of one protomer and

the ID of RAG1 from the symmetric protomer, and each

RSS is recognized intimately by both subunits of RAG1.

Surprisingly however, the recent cryo-EM and crystal

structures of RAG1-RAG2 in complex with intact RSS

substrates revealed dimer conformations that are much

more open, instead of more closed, than Apo-RAG

[40��,41��] (Figure 3g). This dimer opening upon intact

RSS substrate binding cooperates with the outward pis-

ton-like movement of the ID of RAG1, and may also be

necessary to avoid clash of the RAG1-RAG2 complex

with the substrates [41��]. Unlike large ID movement

upon RSS melting, only minor changes in dimer closure

are associated with RSS melting; instead, dimer closure is

most important for distortion of nicked DNA to position it

into the active site for hairpin formation.

Therefore, RAG undergoes dramatic conformational

changes during its catalytic cycle, both within the subunit

and between the protomers in the dimer, to deform the

DNA. While the ID movement is the main driving force

for RSS melting and substrate nicking, dimer closure

offers the major power stroke for base flipping and other

distortions important for placing the nicked DNA into the

active site for hairpin formation [41��] (Figure 3h).

Unwinding tendency of the heptamer and the
molecular ruler that assists its positioning
Unexpectedly, there are limited base-specific contacts

between RAG1 and the terminal conserved CAC/GTG

sequence of the heptamer in the intact (both unmelted

and melted) RSS state [41��] (Figure 4a). In contrast, the

heptamer in the nicked or cleaved states is extensively

recognized. Of note, previous biochemical experiments

have suggested lack of strong contacts [42], tendency of

unwinding [44,45], RSS distortion [42,46] and robust
ht slate rectangles, respectively. 12 and 23 bp spacers are shown as

rmation with the flexibly attached NBD dimer. When bound to a singly

 DNA in the presence of HMGB1, an even open conformation of RAG

mer(s) from the RSS(s). Then, the heptamer in the bound RSS(s) will

d the localization of the scissile phosphate into the active site to

e same RAG dimer, the PC is formed, which assumes a fully closed

e RSS (red filled circle) on both nicked RSS intermediates to facilitate

orm the CSC. NHEJ factors are recruited to dissociate the hairpin

e steps of how RAG captures the other RSS after nicking on the first
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Figure 4
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Molecular ruler supervises the accurate positioning and cleavage on the RSS. (a) Cartoon representation of the first RAG monomer that performs

catalysis. The first RAG monomer is shown in gray surface. In the superimposed ribbon, ID and RNH are in magenta and yellow with the

remaining RAG1 in gray, and RAG2 is in blue. The heptamer and nonamer of bound RSS is highlighted in red and magenta. Of note, the

conserved CAC sequence in the heptamer lacks recognition by RAG. (b) Cartoon representation of the second RAG monomer that recognizes the

last three positions of the heptamer, the spacer and the nonamer of the RSS. The second RAG monomer is shown in gray surface with

superimposed ribbon. The heptamer and nonamer of bound RSS is highlighted in red and magenta. The NBD dimer (orange), DDBD (blue) and

CTD (green) from the second RAG recognize the nonamer, spacer and last three positions of the heptamer and thus serve as a molecular ruler

that positions the CAC of the heptamer into the active site of the first RAG.
affinity for single-stranded DNA [47] as characteristics of

intact DNA binding at the heptamer. We thus proposed

that the CAC/GTG sequence is conserved for its struc-

tural property of weak base pairing [41��] as an alternating

purine-pyrimidine tract [48]. In this context, the

unwound AC/TG base pairs exactly set the stage for

the previously recognized 30-flap endonuclease activity

of RAG [49] to nick at the nucleotide 50 to the first C/G

base pair.

How is then the CAC/GTG sequence placed into the

RAG1 active site? We posit that interactions at the non-

amer and the second part of the heptamer help to position

the coding flank-heptamer junction by measuring from

the nonamer as a molecular ruler [41��] (Figure 4b).

These interactions are relatively unchanged during the

RAG catalytic cycle, clamping down the part of RSS away

from the coding flank-heptamer junction but allowing the

first three positions of the heptamer and the coding flank

to go through the conformational gymnastics in the dif-

ferent catalytic steps.

Implications on other DDE family
transposases and retroviral integrases
Finally, similar to RAG, nicking of the substrate DNA is a

universal first step of catalysis for DDE family transpo-

sases and retroviral integrases [50], which include, among
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2018, 53:178–186 
others, the bacteriophage transposase MuA, bacteria

transposases Tn5 and Tn10, Tc1/mariner family transpo-

sase Mos1, and hAT family transposase Hermes [27�,51–
53]. However, equivalent complexes with intact substrate

DNA are not yet available for these DDE enzymes [54].

For Hermes and Tn5, modeling of intact DNA into

known structural complexes with cleaved DNA showed

large distances of the nicking site to the active site,

suggesting that DNA unwinding may also be required

at this catalytic step [41��]. Remarkably, in the human

genome, CA and TG are the most frequently observed

terminal sequences in inverted repeats of DNA transpo-

sons and long terminal repeats of retrotransposons [55].

Collectively, these data indicate that DNA melting may

represent a universal mechanism for initiation of retrovi-

ral integration and DNA transposition in the DDE

enzyme family [41��].
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